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In this research, two mathematical models were made to analyse the motor armature
voltage control and the motor field control and the both transient and steady state analysis
of the hoist motor speed have been done in addition to the stability analysis.
Abstract
This research is based on the mathematical analysis of the speed control of the Hoist
Motor installed in the Transtainer, Sri Lanka Ports Authority.
The Transtainer is a crane used for the handling of containers and the Hoist Motor
installed in the transtainer is used for the lifting and lowering of the containers from the
container vessel to the container yard or vice versa.
This analysis has been done for the hoist operation of the transtainer. The hoisting speed
is started from the zero speed and reached to a steady speed after the acceleration is
finished and finally, it is reached to the zero speed again. This complete cycle is known
as the hoist operation.
A separately excited DC motor is used for the Hoist Motor to lift a container load. The
operator of the transtainer uses the joystick controller having five notch positions to
control the speed of the hoist motor and when the operator uses the joystick controller
from zero to fourth notch, the speed varies from zero up to the base speed and when the
joystick controller is put from fourth notch position to fifth notch position, the speed of
the motor is varied from the base speed to the final steady state speed which is higher
than the base speed. This final speed depends on the container load which is lifted by the
hoist motor.
The Hoist Motor speed is controlled from zero up to the base speed by changing the
armature voltage of the motor and the motor speed is controlled from base speed up to the
final speed by changing the motor field current.
The armature voltage of the hoist motor is controlled by changing the DC generator out
put voltage which is directly supplied to the hoist motor.
The out put voltage of the DC generator is controlled by changing the generator field
current which is controlled by the firing signals of the thyristors. Firing signals of the
thyristios are controlled by the speed controller mainly consisting of Automatic Speed
Regulator (ASR) and Automatic Current Regulator (ACR).
The speed reference signal produced by the joystick controller in the crane is given to the
speed controller via a soft starter and this speed reference input to the speed controller is
a ramp signal. In addition to the speed reference input, the armature current feedback and
the motor speed feed back are given to the speed controller to control the motor speed.
